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No fireworks (5th November) from Swollen Colon as he
was called into the circle for the GM to thank him for his
hard work in Haring by himself. This was last week's Run,
rearranged for today, which was initially for Thalang Hills.
J C and Lucky Lek thought it was Manik Dam and not
where we were, on SC's land, in BAAN MANIK!...some
are easily confused!

HASH HORN in..this week What A Rat gently persuaded
Houdini to be this week's Hash Horn..The circle were in
total unity for H doing a great job..thanks!

LUCKY LEK SPOT..after getting back from Manik Dam, LL was still a bit confused and thought it 
was Run Offenses...Fungus came in to confirm arrangements for Sunday 20 November for our 
volunteering for the Triathlon. Please remember this is our chance to earn some funds for our club ( to 
spend on you, the members!) and also show our local community who we are and what we can do. 
Which is just as important.(it's fun too!) Fungus and Two Stroke have put a lot of hard work in already 
to support this event, on by half of us all!. So to all that decide to help out...Thank you! (if you have yet
to put your name down, please do so next week with Fungus or Two Stroke)

RETURNERS in..only a few including Blind Mullet, back after a long break..welcome home!

VIRGINS in..Two beautiful young ladies. Sanya, from here in Thailand and Jaharra from Chicago, 
USA. When I asked Jaharra how long she was staying here..she answered, when I decide to leave! Dr 
Fucking Jekyel was this week's water babe..and did his job!

HASH VISITORS in Four..Air Head from Oslo. Smegma ,Last Minute Dot Cum and Pissed On Ice, 
all mates from Malaysia...They all joined in and did their bit to entertain us..with Air Head winning 
hands down from our usual vote..Well done to you all. Thank you for joining us!

BLUE PIPE DRINKING TEST..I chose Air Head and Jaharra to have a go..Air Head thought he had 
worked it out..by pouring the beer down the tube to try to drink it..Jaharra copied him..with the same 
result! Seman and Grumbling Bitch showed them how to do it!

STEWARD..Jaws...He decided to start his spot off with a little song..he got in four of us and Smegma (
Hash Visitor) to sing the chorus...to the tune from The Sound Of Music...
When the pox stings and my balls ache and my cock is sore...I cheer myself up with my favorite 
things...And revive the old cock once more!..that got us all laughing!
He was reading the adds in our local newspaper and noticed the following...FREE PUPPIES 1/2 Jack 
Russell 1/2 sneaky neighbour's dog..Contact..J.C.! JOINING NUDIST COLONY must sell washer and 
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dryer..contact Murkury! FOR SALE BY OWNER complete set of Encyclopedias, excellent 
condition...no longer needed, just got married...the wife knows everything...contact Jungle Balls!..he 
then calls in the Run Master, Manneken Pis and Joint RM, J.C...they do a great job...but they turn a 
friendly crew of mates into a baying lynch mob...Good Run...Hash Shit...should Hash Shit be changed 
so often, he asks?.. MP says well you can keep it if you want!..Jaws tells us he was reccing with a 
Virgin Hare the other week and the VH asks..how many Hares have you done in the last two years..6 
says Jaws..and how many times have you got Hash Shit? FIVE says Jaws...Manneken Pis rests his 
case!...Great Spot Jaws..your two beers well earned! Well done!

RUN OFFENSES..The Dr FJ starts us off by calling Chastity Belt in..they were walking together 
along with Flambe..CB was talking to F but he had stopped to do his laces up.. CB kept talking for the 
next 5 mins...to no one!..The Dr then calls me in and says with my GM coat and Hat ( and gut) I look 
like Paddington Bear...don't see it myself...you bossed eyed twat! Manneken Pis calls in What A Rat 
and J.C...as JC's dog was licking and kissing WAR's face..JC says to MP..shell I tell him she has just 
been eating some shit from the floor? Lucky Lek ( LL, now it's Run Offenses) calls in Hang 
Over...when LL was lost ( in the Dam)..he called HO..no answer...but your serve beers so answer your 
fucking phone! Fungus gets in Tootsie as he saw him step on what he thought was a snake..but was 
infact, a piece of rubber...Tootsie..you don't like snakes do you?  Jaws calls in Jake..and tells the story 
that last week he was going to name him but he had fucked off..so I said..that's his name..JAKE'S 
FUCKED OFF...no further discussion. The GM named him last week! No Nope calls in Manneken Pis
as MP drove past him on his motor bike and piped his horn...with 2 Kms to go..could of picked him 
up..But NH..he is our RM..he can't do that! Swollen Colon calls in Chastity Belt, Lucky Lek and J.C. as
they all went to the Dam first..lazy bastards, just an excuse..Hang Over and Root in, as front runners, 
pissing about on the 10 checks..fucking his Run up between them! Fungus calls in SADG and a young 
lady who was taking her top off, a little, when SADG ran past...with a sudden burst of energy!

CRIPPLE OF THE WEEK...SADG calls in Blind
Mullet..as he has just come over to look after Lord
Louise  The Lip. Well done BM!..SADG then gets in a
few of us to hold up full length pics of...Mrs Obama,
Mrs Trump and Mrs Clinton...now which is going to
win...SADG knows which one he wants...for more
reasons that he wishes to tell us right now! Nice one
SADG!

HARE in (it's getting dark so jump to RM)..Even
though the misdirections were all over the place and SC was laying blue paper as he walked with the 

walkers..MP thinks he should listen to Jaws and not give 
Hash Shit out too often..so Jaws keeps Hash Shit!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER ( GM & SCRIBE)

JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR

FELLOWSHIP AND FUN


